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M Y  P H I L O S O P H Y

Every wedding is different, but my goal is always the same!
To make people feel as comfortable in front of the camera,
as I do working behind the camera.

Weddings are the beginning of the next chapter for two
people and I take great pride in documenting the day as it
happens naturally.  

 



Welcome; my name is Aaron. I am a lover of all things outdoors;
walking our Golden-doodle Wesley and trips away in our camper
van with my family; Wales, specifically Snowdonia being a
personal favourite!

I have a major obsession with cameras, I love shooting film and
developing and scanning at home, nothing has taught me more
about photography than shooting film.

I first started shooting weddings in 2012 and have loved every
minute! Wedding photography has taken me up and down the
country and I'm very fortunate to have worked in some stunning
places and with some awesome couples over the years.

I am very relaxed & chilled when it comes to shooting weddings
and I love nothing more than making people feel as chilled and
relaxed in front of the lens, as I do behind the camera.

A B O U T  M E  



E N G A G A M E N T  S H O O T S
With all our packages we offer free engagement shoots, this
is important because it gives couples a chance to get in
front of the camera ahead of the big day.

This builds confidence in front of the camera but also makes
a relationship between you as the couple and myself as the
photographer; so that I'm not a strange face turning up on
your wedding day - resulting in us all feeling more relaxed
working together. 



This monumental day, that you have plotted, sketched and
planned and that has most likely caused you some stresses
along the way, has finally arrived! Let go of those nerves and
enjoy every moment. Let me capture your beautiful story as it
unfolds. 

My aim when capturing a wedding day is simple, to blend in with
your guests and work with you to make you feel comfortable and
happy enough to relax in front of the camera! 

Nothing is more important to me than working seamlessly
around you and your guests throughout the day and at the end
of it all having a set of images that tell your beautiful story. 

 

Y O U R  W E D D I N G  D A Y



Free Consultation 
Free pre-wedding shoot
up to 12 hours of coverage 
Shots of the bride and/or groom party
preparing for the ceremony 
Wedding breakfast 
Evening reception: candid walk-around
shots 
Private online password-protected galler 
Edited shots produced digitally via
bespoke hand-crafted wooden usb and box

 

O U R  P A C K A G E S  

Free Consultation 
Free pre-wedding shoot
up to 12 hours of coverage 
Shots of the bride and/or groom party
preparing for the ceremony 
Wedding breakfast 
Evening reception: candid walk-around
shots 
Private online password-protected gallery
Edited shots produced digitally via
bespoke hand-crafted wooden usb and box 
Queensberry Album; 14x10, 10 page, 20
sides, flush-mount  

 

The All In 

Cost of service: £1790 

The Full Day
Most Popular 

Cost of service: £1200 

Free Consultation 
Free pre-wedding shoot
Up to 5 hours of coverage  
Private online password-protected gallery
Edited shots produced digitally via
bespoke hand-crafted wooden usb and box

 

The Half Day 

This Package is perfect for a shorter,
smaller and more intimate wedding 

Cost of service: £700



Aaron was a dream to work with! He listened to exactly what we wanted from our photos and
any concerns we had, and delivered above and beyond.

We felt incredibly supported through the process of changing dates and venues. Our pre-
wedding shoot, and couples sessions and family photos on the wedding day were such fun,
relaxed experiences - Aaron has a way of making even the most awkward of people in front of
a camera feel comfortable!

Green Button Photography slotted into our day seamlessly, and we’re so grateful for the
kindness shown towards our family and friends too. The loveliest human with the amazing
ability of capturing all the magic and emotion of a wedding, and making it look effortless and
natural. We couldn’t recommend enough!

T E S T I M O N A L  


